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 SYWON is a young women –led Feminist organization
which aims at mobilizing women on gender and
Human Rights issues particularly women’s rights

 Physically, we are situated at ICW premises at
Checkers ,Mbabane (Plot 530,Sololo Road)

 Our sphere of influence extends from various
communities to the national and the SADC Region

 We draw membership from diverse women groups ,i.e
rural and urban communities, tertiary institutions,
Young professionals, Young women living with HIV,
Young women from the church, Disability, e.t.c ages
18-35. However, we also work with teenage girls on
self awareness through our career guidance members
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 Why brand ourselves as FEMINIST?

 We brand ourselves because we subscribe to feminism values &notions.

We believe in the emancipation of women ,that women are equal

citizens hence they deserve equal opportunities.

 Ideally Women’s Rights are also Human Rights and need to be treated

as such.

 As young women, we have issues that we grapple with in our daily

livelihoods.(issues of SRHR compromised, minority status, Gender

Based Violence, Sexual harassment, inheritance issues, property

grabbing, non –access to key resources like education, land and wealth

to mention a few.
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Our Mission 

Driven by essence of young women and what 
they should represent we exist to facilitate, 
create awareness, lobby and advocate for 
their rights in social, political and economic 
spheres through the creation of safe and 
equitable platforms that push for gender 
equality and equity.

Our Vision

 A vibrant young women’s movement whose 
voice informs all national development 
processes.
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Our Vision

 A vibrant young women’s movement whose 

voice informs all national development 

processes.

Our Values 

 Sisterhood

Non-Discrimination

 Confidentiality

 Accountability

 Innovation
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1. Capacity building through 

debates, training, dialogues 

2. Mentorship and Coaching

3. Sexual and Reproductive 

Health Rights 

4. Advocacy on Gender and 

Women’s Rights issues



1. To Build a strong women’s movement that has the

capacity to challenge the status quo

2. Build a cadre of young women leaders who are

knowledgeable on their rights and assert

3. Raise awareness on issues affecting young women

4. To strive for gender equality and equity in all

aspects of life

5. To advocate for law and policy reform to protect

and promote women's rights
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 Whilst Swaziland has made strides at policy level, it seems 
women are afforded rights on one hand while Customary 
Law on the other hand takes significantly from them by 
denying them these potential victories

 Constitution of Swaziland 2005, CEDAW,SADC Gender 
protocol 2008 and other International instruments

 The duality of the legal system (co-existence of Customary 
and Roman Dutch Law) also exacerbates the vulnerability 
of women, particularly young women and adolescent girls. 
In 2007, a survey by UNICEF in Swaziland found one in 
three young women had experienced some form of sexual 
violence as a child.

 As such we have made deliberate efforts to organise 
against patriarchy as an institution that promotes unequal 
power relations and perpetration of gender based violence 
against women
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 High GBV cases where victims are young women, 
young women in Swaziland are still being harassed 
over their dress code and  perpetrators often raise 
dress code as defence

 Awareness raising on women’s legal rights through 
trainings, feminist circles, national debates, media 
campaigns, national marches to raise awareness on 
women’s legal rights and legislation gaps.

 Exposure of our membership to Regional platforms on 
feminism e.g. annual feminism school @Africa 
University, annual Southern African Young Women’s 
Festival

 Policy gaps on adequate protection of women’s rights 
,hence reliance on outdated laws, which imposes 
very weak sanctions against gross women’s violations



Sanitary Wear campaign: 2010-2012

 Since 2010,we have always maintained visibility at national 
level by picking on issues of gender based violence against 
young women

 16 days of Activism 2010: ‘Menstruation as a political issue’

 Due to non access and affordability of sanitary wear ,young 
women are forced to use coping mechanisms, which impair 
on their health and dignity

 Sanitary wear as a Human Rights, health, dignity, 
Development issue

 By meeting this strategic need, a young girl gets to focus on 
her education, an orphan heading a family does not have to 
use coping mechanisms neither does she have to engage in 
transactional sexual relationships
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Miniskirt Debate 2012/2013

 As part of the work we do on Gender Based Violence, 

we launched a mini skirt debate which proved not only 

to be a national debate but also an international debate

 Mini skirt just a symbolism of women’s decision-making 

power over their sexuality ,culture and legal rights

 Advocacy on the  Sexual & Domestic Violence Bill 2009 

as a legal framework to protect women’s victims of 

sexual and domestic violence (working with the Gender 

and Family Affairs unit –DPM and Gender Consortium)
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 As a result of the economic crisis, Swazi Government cut down on scholarship 
allocation. SYWON sourced scholarship for some of our members from partners and 
currently we are rolling out a bursary towards BCOM Studies.

 Mentorship and coaching programme launching positive role models for teenage 
girls, pink scarf 2012: Young women national awards graced by Her Excellency 
Ambassador James.

 Working with career guidance teachers on our self awareness programme ,we are 
able to identify and intervene on pertinent issues on the grassroots.eg. Sanitary 
wear, Education policy.

 Dialogue and debate on controversial issues that impact on our livelihood with the 
view to creating positive alternatives

 Working  with parliamentarians to influence education policy ,e.g We launched the 
debate on whether young girls should be given a chance to finish their studies whilst 
pregnant, MP Nonhlanhla.  

 Outcome- 2013 : Public statement issued by the Minister of education : ’they 
should be given a chance’
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 Reliance on precolonial,1889 legislation by the Royal 
Swaziland Police: law that bans miniskirt, focuses on 
punishing dress code than protecting GBV Victims

 As part of the work we do on Gender Based Violence, 
we launched a mini skirt debate which proved not 
only to be a national debate but also an international 
debate

 Mini skirt just a symbolism of women’s decision-
making power over their sexuality ,culture and legal 
rights

 Advocacy on the  Sexual & Domestic Violence Bill 
2009 as a legal framework to protect women’s victims 
of sexual and domestic violence (working with the 
Gender and Family Affairs unit –DPM and Gender 
Consortium
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 Swaziland Demographic Health survey 2007 has 
pointers on young women being the most 
infected and vulnerable, as such we have 
embarked on various campaigns on prevention 
and awareness raising.

We emphasize a lot on Sexual and Reproductive 
Health Rights in our feminist corners, promote 
consistent condom usage and negotiation skills

 E.g Hosting our annual Valentines Dinner to 
address the issue of GBV within intimate couples 
and partner with organisations with HIV Testing 
services and encourage communication amongst 
couples.
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 Facilitated /unlocked opportunities for young women’s capacity 
building and exposure through regional and international 
workshops: Annual Feminism Training, SAYWF

 Proud winner of first prize/361  Proposal  addressing issues of young 
women-regionally for the Sanitary wear campaign 2010

 Pink Scarf Mentorship programme, strategic placement of young 
women , scholarship offer; BA Commerce studies

 Proud Host –Southern African Young Women’s Festival (SAYWF 2012)

 Buy-in from our key partner ,the DPM ‘s office on the Sanitary wear 
roll-out, donations from companies ,organisations and individuals 
for our sanitary wear distribution project

 Media campaign on the Sexual Domestic and Violence Bill –on going! 

 Pro-pregnancy policy Advocacy, Minister of Education ,Wilson 
Ntshangase statement 2013
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hank You! 


